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About This Game

STARBO tells you the story of a dead man's journey through a horrendously blue world filled with strange messages and
beings all trying to tell you a story, the story of Leo Cornell.

Leo Cornell was just another regular working-class guy, trying to make a living under horrendous circumstances due to his evil
patronizing boss, Jorge Blue.

Unfortunately, it wasn’t until the very same day that Leo got himself fired, he also realised that his very own existence had come
to an end.

STARBO is a beautiful yet terrifying story-driven horror game based on the story of a man’s journey beyond death. You'll get
to explore a brand new world, find hidden keys and solve puzzles all under the pressure of bloodthirsty creatures wanting
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nothing other than your failure.
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STARBO is art in its purest form.

The scenery is beautiful, story really neat and music on point! I absolutely loved every second of this. I especially enjoyed how
Leos (the main character) life falls apart in real life but also in his wicked mind. Visualized in the form of an alien environment
that we all go to when we fall asleep. In our very own ways.

Leo\u2019s former boss, co-workers and wife all meet up with him in different shapes and ways (mostly as strange and
terrifying robots out for his blood) and the way its all put together seriously makes me consider this as one of my favorite indie-
games of all time. Mainly because it not only handles the story but also the gameplay just as if you would actually be stuck in a
very dark dream.

It doesn\u2019t really care about making the gameplay fun, instead it completely focuses on giving you the experience Leo is
going through and this can of course to many, be seen as a flaw. Which I totally get because when you buy a game you do want
more actual gameplay but for Starbo it is absolutely perfect as it is. Because how often are we really able to control our dreams?
How much control do we really have over our real-life destinies?

Starbo really does a great job bringing these topics up and twists them into a psychologically terrifying scenario where Leo
Cornell finds himself completely stuck in the blue.
I strongly recommend Starbo if you\u2019re out for a more cinematic experience rather than an action-packed shooter. Because
in Starbo you are not one to shoot. You get shot.
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